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From the Ministry Team

Lent - a season
of preparation
Now is the time to consider what
changes we want in our lives
Wouldn’t it be beautifully symbolic
if lockdown were completely lifted
on Easter Sunday?
Sadly, I will be pleasantly surprised
if that turns out to be the case. However, just as Lent is a time of reflection in preparation for Easter – early
Christians were prepared for their
baptism which would take place at
Easter – we are all in preparation for
a time when life can return to what
was normal. Except of course, it
won’t.
For some there will be the memory
of family or friends dying before
their time; for others there will be
the longterm health impacts of having had Covid; and for others work
or education may have changed beyond recognition, impacting them
for the foreseeable future.

Just as in Lent we look at our spiritual lives and carry out a spiritual
‘spring clean’, it is perhaps now a
good time to look at our physical
lives as well; reflect on what we
have learnt over nearly a year of liv4

ing with the pandemic; and think
about what we want to do differently
in the future.
It is very easy to get used to ‘life as
normal’ and to continue living it
mindlessly. The pandemic has
thrown most of us out of that normality and now is an opportunity to start
again in a new way.
Some people have discovered the
joys of spending time with their family; living a simpler life; volunteering; discovering a new vocation/

career; or perhaps something else.
God calls us to life, and life in all its
fullness. What is it that gives you
life; what have you found draining
over the past months? Now is the
time to think about what you want to
do with the rest of your life. It may
take time and planning to get there –
St Irenaeus said that “the Glory of
God is a human being fully alive”.
How can you glorify God?
Alan

Lent groups and sermons
Lent is, of course, a solemn time but also a time of looking forward, moving
from the barren darkness of winter to the new life and light of spring. This winter has been particularly dark as we have faced Covid-19 and all that this has
meant, but there is hope that we are on a slow journey to light.
With this in mind our Lent observance will focus on looking forward and looking outwards, seeing how we can grow our ministry to our community.

There will be a sermon series in the three Sunday services at the churches plus
the Wednesday service at St Mark’s, and in the online Sunday Morning service.
This will start on February 21.
The Lent groups will also be following this theme and will meet on Zoom. They
will be on Tuesdays 2.30-4pm, Wednesdays 7.30-9pm and Sundays at 1.302.30pm, especially for families. The Tuesday before (16th), Alan will run sessions to check everyone can access the meetings. These sessions will be at
2.30pm and 8.45pm – you are welcome to check you can get in at either session.
Please contact Alan on 01252 820537 or revd.alan@badshotleaandhale.org to
tell him you are interested in coming to Lent groups or to ask for help with accessing them.
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Jeremy Hunt

From your MP
This month Jeremy Hunt, MP, is
feeling cautiously optimistic
As of today (19/1/21), 4,062,501 people
in the UK have received a vaccination,
with the latest data shows over half of
over 80s and half of older care home residents have now been vaccinated. We are
vaccinating at a pace faster than any other country in Europe - 140 people every
minute. You can find the latest stats here:
coronavirus.data.gov.uk/details/
healthcare.

government to account, and that has
sometimes involved constructive criticism. But it is also important to give
credit where it is due, and on vaccines we
have seen a genuine British triumph. It is
a huge achievement that British scientists
were the first in the world to authorise
the safe use of not one but two of the
three vaccines in use - and even more
significant that one of them was developed here.

We also have lots of happy customers in
Farnham where vaccinations are taking
place at the hospital. Meanwhile, testing
continues at the Mike Hawthorne Drive
(located within the Riverside 3 Car
Park). One constituent wrote to tell me
about their testing experience: ‘there
were a number of people to lead us
through the process efficiently and with
humour, understanding and courtesy. It
was an impressive system.’ Brilliant.
Please remember for both testing and
vaccinations to wait until you are contacted - we will get round to everyone.

Overall though, our optimism should be
cautious. By the middle of February nearly 20 per cent of the population will have
had a jab. But it takes two weeks for the
immunity to kick in and that first group
will need their second jabs before we can
make real inroads with other key groups
such as teachers and other key workers.
We also have a horrible new strain to
contend with which is putting the NHS
under more pressure than ever in its history. So, as we wait for our jab it has
never been more important to stay at
home unless it is absolutely necessary to
go out - and maintain proper social distancing when you do.

With the approval of three vaccines, two
of which are being distributed in large
volumes already, we can for the first time
see a way to defeat this horrible virus. My job as Chair of the Commons
Health Select Committee is to hold the

Stay safe and best wishes
Jeremy
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Prayer

A prayer for February
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Poetry

Lockdown Poetry Festival
Lockdown, lockdown. It’s all around
us. And how are we feeling? Why
not try to express it in poetry?

theme of lockdown. And don’t worry if you don’t think you can write
poetry; read some and give it a go!

We are running the Farnham Lockdown Poetry Festival and invite everyone to write a poem about being
in lockdown - whatever you feel,
whatever your experience - and
send it to us and we will put together a compilation video of our favourite videos and put it on our
website.

Send your poems to Lesley Crawley:
revd.lesley@badshotleaandhale.org
to arrive by February 26. Or you can
send them in the post to Rev’d Lesley Crawley, The Rectory, 25 Upper
Hale Road, Farnham GU9 0NX.

Adults and children alike are welcome to send in their poems on the

If you want some ideas, listen to
this lockdown poem by Harry Baker:
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=asBhqSw5DTE&feature=youtu.be
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The parish

Where will we be in five years?
The PCC is putting together a five-year plan to help us become stronger as a
parish.
There are three strands to the plan:
•
Outreach – enabling our churches to be more accessible and relevant
to our communities, and making sure we are engaged fully at the heart
of our communities;
•
Youth – ensuring we engage with young people of all ages in our
communities;
•
Finance – ensuring we have a strong financial base from which to
minister.
Each year we will have targets to ensure we are on track and there will be
groups set up to help guide these three strands. You will hear lots more
about this and if you want to help out in these areas please let Lesley know:
revd.lesley@badshotleaandhale.org
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The environment

Climate Change
changes

Richard Myers gives an outline of the latest in the fight
against global heating and encourages us to hold the
Government to account and write regularly to our MPs
Cold as it is now, global heating/
climate change is still a big problem
and will continue to be so for the
rest of all our lives and beyond.
You will already know how it will
make life harder for all living creatures; and storms, floods and forest
fires are already happening more
frequently. Almost all climate scientists agree that the problem is being
caused by us humans: burning vast
quantities of fossil fuels, deforestation etc.
Last month, the UK CCC (Climate
Change Committee) issued its latest
advice to our Government, the sixth
Carbon Budget. It says how important it is to get on with reductions in emissions straightaway. The
UK has fixed a target of getting to
Net Zero emissions by 2050, but the

CCC has now set an interim target
of big reductions by 2035 to make
sure things are not left until the last
minute. (Some people do not think
2050 is fast enough anyway.)
The UK is trying to play a leading
role globally in getting other countries to commit to reaching Net Zero by specific dates. Recently, China
committed to 2060, which was really good news, even if later than we
could wish.
Reductions in UK carbon emissions
so far have been largely invisible to
us, as they have mainly involved
shutting coal-fired power plants.
Now the CCC says our behaviour as
consumers is going to be more important: eating less meat, driving
and flying less. Public bodies should
start by encouraging such changes,
14

before trying other things, says the
CCC. This is a polite way of saying
that, if that doesn’t work, laws will
have to be passed, either to increase
the prices of meat, fuel, etc by
putting a tax on them or to ration
them in some way.
Many other changes are needed, in
energy generation, home heating,
transport, tree planting and other
things. There is an urgent need to
get on with developing large-scale
carbon capture and storage; this is
about sucking carbon out of the air
and storing it for ever under the
ground or the sea. This is urgent because the CCC has assumed this
technology will work in all its planning, but it has never been tried at a
large scale. If for some reason it didn’t work, it would make all the plans
much harder.
Even with all this, it isn’t certain the
UK could get to Net Zero emissions
by 2050 in such a way as to do its
share in keeping global heating to an

increase of no more than 1.5 per
cent over pre-industrial levels, which
is the ultimate aim. The CCC estimates the probability of success at
50 per cent. It is a little bit worrying,
isn’t it, that, even assuming largescale carbon capture and storage,
which has never been done, the
probability is only 50 per cent. (It is
due to this worry that some green
groups feel the need to take more
extreme action.)
There is a long list of Government
policies which need to be published
to organise the changes advised by
the CCC. One of the biggest risks is
the Government failing to produce
these on time.
Something we can all do as individuals, as well as reducing our own carbon footprint (I turn off the heating),
is to write regularly to our local MP
to make sure the production of
these policies is not a can which is
continually kicked down the road.
15

The environment

You Do You Eco
The lightbulb moment which came
while she was
watching the film
led her to leave her
job working in the
water industry and
set up You Do
You Eco.
It’s mission is: ‘To help people lead a
sustainable and eco way of life that is
individual and designed especially for
them’, and to do this the company
works individuals to see what changes
might really work for them.

Why the idea to start a business to
help individuals lead a more environmentally friendly life should have
been born while watching the film
Fantastic Beasts is not clear. But that
it what happened to Henri Page
(pictured right) .“I had this vision to
be there for people who wanted to
make the change to live a more eco
lifestyle.”
Henri had been trying to do this herself but had found the information
about how to do so overwhelming,
filled with ideas for expensive products, and not really right for her. “I
found it so confusing. Which products
to use? It was hard to find good eco
products which were suitable for me.”

“There are subscription services which
do this,” says Henri, “but they tend to
make you sign up to receive a whole
package and you might not need everything and then end up wasting it
which isn’t very good for the environment.” She describes this approach as
‘greenwashing’ - apparently solving a
problem but actually just covering up
other issues.
“Instead we tailor the subscription to
each person so that they don’t buy
products they won’t use. They decide
what they want and how much money
they can spend. It might be just £10 a
month and we’d see what they could
do with that. You can change your
mind up to the last minute too.”
To do this, the company organises free
video consultations as to how to be

Hair care from You Do You Eco
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where I can and
even if I can’t, I
check very carefully how they are
made.”
Henri’s current
favourite product is
her lipsticks
(pictured right).
“They are biodegradable, vegan
and great quality.
They really stay on!”
If you would like to book a free consultation, visit the company’s
page calendly.com/ydy-eco or contact
Henri at: info@youdoyoueco.co.uk.

more eco in our own homes, and when
it is possible, they will offer ‘eco parties’. “They’ll be sort of like the old
Tupperware parties where you get to
see the products,” says Henri. “That
was my idea when I set up in
March….”
The company also sells products including beeswax wraps and ‘non-paper
towels’ which Henri makes herself,
along with bathroom products, skincare
products, hair care, wax melts, toilet
cleaner, even dog chews, and Cora
Balls which catch microfibres in the
washing machine.
“I check everything thoroughly - there
are no products that I don’t absolutely
love myself. I try to source locally

Our mission is to help us
all become more eco ‘your own way’.
There is no perfect way
to live a sustainable eco
life, everyone has an
individual journey.
On our website you will
find eco products and
eco gift packs to help you
on your journey.
Our shared footprint is
shrinking; we don’t have
to do this alone. We are
here to offer advice and
guidance with hints and
tips; please reach out to
us:
info@youdoyoueco.co.uk
Or pop along to our
website:
www.youdoyoueco.co.uk
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Food and waste

Cut back on
food waste!
Hale Community Centre can help
Did you know that a third of the food
produced globally is wasted? Or that
the food and drink wasted in the UK in
2018 could have filled 38 million wheelie bins? Or that every day in the UK we
throw away approximately 20 million
whole slices of bread?
Hale Community Centre are excited to
be playing a part in reducing this waste
and invite you to join us!
The Community Fridge and Cupboard
was launched in August 2020 and is a
great way of reducing food waste,
bringing people together (in a Covidsecure way of course!) and building the
local community. So how does it work?
We have regular donations from Tesco,
Asda, Waitrose and Lidl, giving us surplus stock which would have previously
gone to landfill. We also have donations
from individuals who have food they

don’t want and we’ve had some wonderful donations from people who have
grown produce themselves and found
they can’t get through all their crop!
We work on an ethos of ‘take what you
need and give what you have excess of’.
How often do we buy something at the
supermarket and then realise we
bought too much, don’t like it, or had
the wrong item delivered in an online
shop? Now it’s easy to share it with
someone who would like it. If you have
nothing to donate, that’s no problem.
Come along to the Hale Community
Centre and see if there is anything you
want, or try something new to prevent
food going to landfill. The Community
Fridge and Cupboard is open from 10am
– 12pm, Monday, Wednesday and Friday and is free to all, regardless of financial situation.
The project is ever growing and devel-
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Picture of food waste by Foerster, CC0, via Wikimedia Commons.

oping. We have a couple of talented
volunteers who have been cooking and
baking with some of the excess food,
enabling us to offer some very tasty
ready-to-eat meals and baked goods. In
October we held The Big Soup Share,
using donated food to provide freshly
made soups for everyone to come and
enjoy at the Community Centre. It was a
great event and we’re hopeful that
when the pandemic eases we can hold a
regular event to cook and enjoy food
together.
We’ve recently had an outside cupboard
built by Farnham Men in Sheds which

now enables us to have a dry place outside to store fruit and vegetables, so
that the community can access this at
any time to take what they need.
Our focus is on reducing food waste.
However it has been a real bonus to be
able to support families in need and
help people reduce their food bills in
such a difficult year. We’ve had some
incredibly generous donations from local businesses and individuals which
have enabled us to provide food to
those in need, have food available to be
taken to people self-isolating, and during October half-term we were able to
Continued on page 21
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John Marlor M.Ch.S D.Pod.S
‘JOHN THE FOOTMAN’

Tel:
01252 345235
or
07919 857095

State Registered Chiropodist & Podiatrist

260 High St, Aldershot GU12 4LP
Tel: 01252 323673
Whatever your foot problem, we can treat it.
Permanent cure for ingrowing toe nails.
Verruca treatment

Graham Neves

Home visits arranged with pleasure

Painting and Decorating

DAVE FITCHETT

Interior
And
Exterior

PAINTING
BUILDING & GARDEN WORK
WALLS-PATIOS-GRASS CUTTING
ETC.

FREE
ESTIMATES

7 ROMAN WAY FARNHAM
SURREY GU9 9RF
07754 775844
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Food and waste

Cut down on food waste

the safest way possible. I want to say a
big thank-you to all those who have
been involved so far – amazing volunteers, incredibly generous donors, and
all those visiting who have help prevent
food being wasted.

Continued from page 19

offer plenty of freshly cooked meals to
families. Over Christmas we were able
to offer lots of treats to all those visiting
and have had a raffle running to provide more treats in what is often a particularly difficult time of year. We were
also really pleased to be able to offer
some supplies at Christmas to local NHS
staff, many of whom have had to isolate on very short notice.

There are plenty of ways you can get
involved:

• Come along! Come and see if there is
anything you need or want and help
prevent surplus food being wasted;

• Volunteer – if you’d like to help out at
the fridge, behind the scenes sorting
food, or helping cook for future events
then we’d love to hear from you;

I have recently joined the team as project co-ordinator, to continue supporting the project’s development. I’m
currently working on some aspects of
our health and safety with the hope
that we can get an excellent food hygiene rating when inspected. This
should provide us with greater opportunities for receiving food donations and
expand how we can cook and use the
food when it is received, as well, of
course, as ensuring we are operating in

• Spread the word – do you know others who might want to partner with us?
Perhaps you know of a local business
which has surplus food due to the
changing Covid restrictions – let them
know we can help reduce their food
waste! Tell your friends, family and
neighbours to come and visit us and
join with us in helping food to be
shared, not wasted.
Keep up to date – follow us on Facebook or join our mailing list to keep informed of how our project is developing and hear about future
events. www.facebook.com/
halecommunitycupboardandfridge/ or
halecommunitycentre@gmail.com
Katie Burnham
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Farnham

Let our North Farnham
Voices be heard
Catherine Powell, founder of North Farnham
Voice, a group to ensure that north Farnham has
its say about the future of Farnham, describes the
Farnham Infrastructure Programme and how it
could affect the northern side of town
The Farnham Infrastructure Programme has been set up by Surrey
County Council, Waverley Borough
Council and Farnham Town Council
who are working together to tackle
issues such as congestion and air
quality in Farnham and its surrounding areas.

Why North Farnham Voice?

North Farnham Voice was established in November 2020 to pull together those living in north Farnham
to initially gathering input on the
challenges, issues and potential solutions that those living in north
Farnham could put to those working
on the Farnham Infrastructure Programme.

Having our voices heard by the rest of the
community.
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What has been done so far?

Step 1 was a zoom call with a handful of local people and the set-up of
the North Farnham Facebook page
on November 2, and the start of pulling together ideas from residents.
Step 2 was completed on November
29, with an initial email sent to the
consultations, including a summary
presentation.
Step 3 was to print and distribute the
first issue of the North Farnham
Voice newsletter. Approximately
3,500 copies were distributed to
house across north Farnham between
December 26 and January 4. Unfortunately, there weren’t enough for
every house, but word spread and the
membership of the group of Facebook grew as did awareness of the
programme.

Step 4 was to get agreement from
those working on the Farnham Infrastructure Programme that the local
liaison forum on January 6, 2021,
could include a short presentation to
capture as many issues and solutions
as possible in the time allowed.
Step 5 was the local liaison forum on
January 6. This forum had a greater
number of attendees and was far
more interactive than any of the other
forums, with brilliant engagement
from the community.

Next Steps

The consultants are due to issue the
first draft of the Optimised Infrastructure Plan (OIP) on January 22,
just as this magazine goes to press
and little more than a week after the
last local liaison forum, which was
for young people, on January 14.
Once this document has been released for public consultation the
plan is to spread the message via Facebook, social media, the website,
email and a second issue of the North
Farnham Voice newsletter.
Continued on page 25
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Advertise your business here and reach
1,000s of readers in the area.
For details and prices contact
Stella Wiseman:
07842 761919
editor@badshotleaandhale.org

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
THORNE LEGGETT
Independent Family
Funeral Directors

FARNHAM
8-10 The Street, Wrecclesham,
GU10 4PR
01252 715520
BORDON / WHITEHILL
1 Petersfield Road,
Whitehill, GU35 9AR
01420 488896

Jobs for Dave

PAINTING
GARDENING
GARAGE CLEAR OUTS
PICK UP/DELIVERY/REMOVAL OF
LARGE ITEMS
MANUAL LABOUR
SMALL BUILDING REPAIRS
EVENT HELP
DOG/HOUSE SITTING/CHECKING
MOVING HOUSE HELP

Friendly 24 hour assistance from
Geoffrey Thorne
M.B.I.E., Dip F.D., L.M.B.I.F.D.
and Simon Goff Dip.F.D

Email: jobsfdave@gmail.com
Facebook: Search @JobsForDave
Phone: +44 (0)7445 922051
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Farnham

Let our North Farnham Voices be heard
Continued from page 23

The community will be asked for
their views on the consultants’ recommendations in the OIP and it is
going to be very important that those
of us living in North Farnham engage
and review the proposals.
At this point we don’t know what the
consultants will recommend.
North Farnham Voice has been set up
to try to drive positive changes for
our community:
•
Reduced traffic and improved
air quality, positively impacting
on road safety and health ;
•
Improved connections both in
north Farnham and with central
Farnham;
•
Improved public transport;
•
Increased pedestrian and cycling provision, more footpaths, pavements and cycle
paths;
•
Increased public amenities.

If (and at this point it is an if) the
A287 through the centre of Farnham
is to be closed, as part of a pedestrianisation scheme, with no alternative
route being constructed, this can only
drive more traffic on to the already
congested roads of north Farnham.
Of course, we must find solutions to
the town centre’s traffic and air pollution problems but without creating
increased issues about road safety
and air quality in north Farnham.

Please do get involved and have your
say. Stay up to date via www.
farnham.gov.uk/town-council/llf
www.facebook.com/groups/
northfarnhamvoice
www.northfarnhamvoice.uk/home
Look out for the next North Farnham
Voice newsletter. We need volunteers
for delivery and data collection and
presentation; if you can help, email
admin@northfarnhamvoice.uk
Catherine Powell
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SUMMER / WINTER HOLIDAY APARTMENT TO RENT
PRAIA DA LUZ, PORTUGAL
Beautiful, spacious three double bed apartment, literally one minute walk to beach with
wonderful sea views. Sleeps 6, ideal both for families and golfers. All local amenities within
walking distance. Local village has shops, pools, cinema and sports facilities.
Further details and pictures available from Ruth Brockman 01252 782439
or email sukieb@btinternet.com

MJP Plumbing &
Heating Ltd

Helpful friendly plumber.
Will do all the jobs that need doing from a tap
washer to refitting your bathroom.
Servicing to replacing boilers
Just ask, no job too small!
Works with all systems –
heating and plumbing.
Gas Safe registered

Contact Mike on 07768 844276
or email mike@mjpplumbing.com

THE HALE COTTAGE
TRUST
Are you sick, convalescent,
disabled, or infirm?
The above Trust is able to assist
residents of the Parish of Hale with
Badshot Lea who find difficulty in paying
for medical prescriptions, fuel
and necessities.
APPLICATION FORMS MAY BE
OBTAINED FROM
Mr. Jonathan Draper
Messrs Draper & Co. (solicitors)
Low House
Wellington St
ALDERSHOT GU11 1DZ
01252 727374
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Ash Wednesday

Ash Wednesday
Ash Wednesday is on February 17
this year, and we will have two services in church plus an online service.
The services in church will be at St
Mark’s at noon and at St John’s at
7:30pm, and during them we would
normally have a cross marked on
our foreheads in ash, made by burning last year’s Palm Sunday crosses.

asking everyone to create their own
ash out of whatever is available, not
just Palm Sunday crosses. Then
please bring this ash so that you can
ash yourself (whether you are in the
physical or virtual church service).

Obviously there are changes this
year because of Covid, so we are

Relieving stress and tension
calming and relaxing
AROMATHERAPY
treatments

Gentle ‘hands on’ treatment for joints
and muscles

Back on Track
Chiropractic Clinic

Deep Tissue, Swedish,
Pregnancy, Indian Head,
Hot Lava Stone Massage
and REIKI

Tel: 01252 781133
1, Waverley Lane,
Farnham GU9 8BB

Sukie Brockman

PAT FRAMPTON

MSc (Chiro), BSc, RGN

ITEC Dip Aroma, CThA
BABTAC member, EMBODY Reg

Tel : 01252 725399
Deep Dene, Wood Road,
Upper Hale, Farnham, GU9 0PQ

Member of the British Chiropractic
Association. GCC Registered.

www.thebestof.co.uk/farnham

www.back-on-track.biz
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An ordinand’s musings

An ordinand’s musings
Adversity, holding it together and cute animals
I have been musing a lot recently.
I’ve been musing on how people
cope in adverse circumstances,
whether social media helps or hinders us overall, and whether saying
what you really feel is a good idea. I
have done this as I have headed
inexorably towards burnout.
I doubt I am the only one. The past
year has not been kind to many of
us. It’s been horrific for some and
pretty grim for most of the rest of
us. Some of the time I have been
able to maintain an ‘I’ve got nothing to complain about’ attitude,

A baby llama - better than anger

based on the genuine fact that I
don’t have anything to complain
about beyond the occasional bit of
back ache. But sometimes a combination of professional and personal
issues takes me a little closer to
that edge. And maybe it’s all but
impossible to sustain a positive attitude in the darkness that seems to
surround us at the moment.
Yet I come across people who do.
They seem to be able to find light in
darkness. I have a friend who has
been through hell (and I think both
heaven and hell exist on earth) but
somehow manages to crack jokes
and laugh a lot. It may be a defence
mechanism but it’s refreshing and
brings light. I have other friends
with serious health problems who
seek and find joy. Maybe they are
the light in the darkness that sustains us when we can’t sustain ourselves. But it is tiring.
Social media is full of people either
telling others what to believe or
spewing anger because not every28

one agrees with them. I have some
sympathy with them - there is a lot
to be angry about and a lot to feel
powerless about - but I also know
that our darker sides can feed off
that anger and venting our frustration on others does nothing to gain
us control. It probably makes the
targets of our anger feel less powerful but there is a straightforward
sum involved here. My powerlessness + my victim’s powerlessness =
both of our powerlessness. Better to
look at pictures of puppies and
kittens. Oh, and baby llamas; they
are adorable.

wearing their dog collars which disconcerted me. These were ordinary
people now wearing their collars the
wrong way round in a scary reminder that I may one day do that. And
when/if I do, am I going to have to
be positive and together too? Am I
going to sound like I know what I am
on about and sound like I know God
and have a handle on this faith
thing? And if I don’t, will it be OK to
say so? Can you say what you really
think? Church leaders are meant to
be the ones with a little control at
least. Is it OK to have a meltdown
occasionally?

There are those who appear to be
going in the right direction. Recently
I listened to a group of newly ordained or licensed ministers talking
about the highlights of the training
process. They sounded so positive
and together. Some of them were

Or should we just crack a joke and
pretend that we’re OK?
Meanwhile, a bishop, a priest and a
rabbit walk into a (pre-lockdown)
bar. The rabbit says: ‘I think I’m a
typo’.
Stella Wiseman

Meditative prayer
Join us online during Lent for a quiet prayer session on Thursday
evenings. The pattern will be some reflective liturgy, a time of silent, meditative prayer, followed by liturgy based on Compline. The
service will be available via Zoom. Please click this link to join:
https://zoom.us/j/92555520007 The passcode is 218711. If you are
uncertain about getting in to Zoom calls you can have a practice run
on February 16 at 8.45pm. Please contact Alan about this
revd.alan@badshotleaandhale.org or 01252 820537
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Coming up

Pancakes and temptation
On February 14 we will be thinking
about pancakes and how delicious
they are and temptations and how
tempting they are!
Please email us pictures of your pancakes in the week before the 14th and
we will try to include them somewhere on our website. Email
news@badshotleaandhale.org.

Also, if you are coming to church on
February 14, please print out a picture of your pancakes and we will pin
them up on a display board showing
how delicious they all are!

Changes on a Sunday

Also on www.badshotleaandhale.org
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From Sunday March
7, there will be only
one Sunday morning online service this will be available
from 9am on
YouTube and
10am on
Facebook.

Church buildings

When St George’s
sprung a leak
You might remember how rainy it was in
the autumn….
In the middle of October, on one of
the rainiest days of autumn, St George’s
had its ‘quinquennial’ - church speak for
churches having to be inspected by an
architect every five years.
We knew that we had a ‘drip’ in the
hall and there was a suspicious mark on
the ceiling near the flower cupboard, but
with so much rain that day we soon realised that the situation was much worse
than we had suspected.
The architect discovered that we had a
leaky roof and water was seeping into the
church, the vestry and the hall. The long
and the short of it was: ‘Do something
immediately or it will be a lot worse’.
The roofers have been out and fixed
the bits they think might be causing the
problems, but apparently the roof is very
complex and they couldn’t be sure they
had found everything. We are monitoring
the situation and the hall is still leaking
but not as badly as it was.
Roof repairs do not come cheap. We
had a small sum in St George’s fabric
fund, a legacy which was donated for the
AV system which we had hoped to be

able to buy one day. Fortunately, the family of our donor was happy for this money
to be used for the more pressing need of
the roof repairs. We are very grateful to
them, because, as you can imagine, the
parish general fund this year is sadder
than usual. Now the fabric fund is empty.
The bad news is that, in addition to
the roof, we need more repairs. They are
not needed immediately but they are
needed. St George’s is considered to be
pretty good for its age but the rendering
on the back wall outside is coming off.
There are places where the plasterwork
needs attention. We have quite a list that
we need to do.
I would usually launch into trying to
organise everyone into fundraising –
but… all I can do (other than pray) is to
ask you to think what you might be able
to contribute. If you make a donation and
make sure it is clearly shown to be intended for St George’s fabric fund; I can assure you that it all it can be used for.
St John’s and St Mark’s have similar
problems and quinquennials due soon so,
if we love our church buildings, donations
to their fabric funds are also very welcome.
Maxine Everitt
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The Church Cat

A hint of the hunt
There is a hint of spring in the
Among the regular visitors to
air, the time of year when an old
at least one of my three
cat’s fancy turns to… food.
churchyards (I am a property
Little spring creatures to be
magnate, obviously) are deer.
precise. Not that I can really be
Sadly, even in my spritely
bothered with any of that huntdays I was not up to hunting
ing stuff now. Far too much
deer, they being many times
effort for an old grandmother
my size and me not being the
like me.
sort of animal who hunts in a
But I remember that when I
pack. So I have relied on huwas a Church Kitten I found
mans to provide me with the
churchyards to be good hunting
spoils of a deer hunt. Not that
grounds for these little spring
they have. They haven’t even
creatures. The grounds tend to
gone to that much-feted
be a mix of partially tended
‘Venison Dinner’ at the local
areas and partially left to grow
castle, an event which dates
wild and it is these bits that
from the time when the
I’ve written my column,
are, unsurprisingly, best for the
bishops - people with big hats
now feed me!
wildlife. You know, wild…
and even bigger ideas - lived in
wildlife… geddit?
the town’s castle and owned the deer.
It seems that churchyards are real sancThey used to allow the townspeople to
tuaries for plants as lots of them are really
feast on venison once a year to stop them
old - even older than I am - and have been
trying to steal the meat the rest of the time.
left sensibly alone by humans who might
As if one meal a year is going to make a
otherwise plant all sorts of other boring
difference to hunger.
crops like wheat. Yes, yes, I know that
I mean, I know about hunger. I am
crops are is important and it’s because you
offered food about once every 12 hours.
humans liked the grain which these crops
Can you imagine? I need sustenance at
yield that we cats domesticated you in the
least 12 as many times. And I could help
first place. You needed help to get rid of
out with a very serious problem. Apparthe rats who ate the grain. We needed peoently there are too many deer around as
ple to feed us, care for us, venerate us. So
there hasn’t been the demand for their
who got the better part of the deal then?
meat during this Covid crisis so no-one
Anyway, keeping the old plants and
has been culling them and there are more
trees has also meant that lots of long-,
around than there have been for 1,000
short- and, in some cases, no-leggedy
years. This is bad news for woodlands but
beasties have stayed around too and these
hey, good news for cats. Bring on the
are fun to hunt and sometimes even good
haunches of venison!
to eat, though the no-leggedy beasties like
Yours hopefully
slow worms and earthworms are less tasty.
(and hungrily)
Easy to catch though.
The Church Cat
Prayer and photo: Lesley Shatwell
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PhoneJoan
One call does it all…

Domestic Services
Regular & Spring Cleaning
Ironing
Gardening
Odd jobs & repairs

Lifestyle Management
Waiting in for tradesmen
PA Support
Researching Best Buys
One-off Projects
Call Joan on 01252 612033
or visit our website www.phonejoan.co.uk
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Advice

Has the pandemic put you out
of work? The CAB can help
Here we go again! While most agree another
national lockdown is necessary, there’s no
doubt it will have yet further negative impact
on our struggling economy.
If you’re unable to work from home, then
the furlough scheme continues, for the time
being, to help employers keep you on the
payroll; but for a growing number of businesses Government help hasn’t been enough.
The number of redundancies is growing
everywhere, and new employment may be
hard to find in the current climate.
Have you been made redundant – perhaps for the first time in your working life –
or do you think the furlough scheme is just
staving off the inevitable? If so, Citizens
Advice can help you manage the situation.
We can check that your employer has
followed correct procedures and given you
any redundancy payment you’re entitled to,
and help you identify any unfair dismissal or
discrimination. We can help you apply for
appropriate benefits, negotiate mortgage and
rental ‘holidays’, and help with budget planning. We may also be able to help you access local schemes set up to help those specifically affected by the pandemic. Even if
the way ahead seems clear, it’s worth checking your status, as Anna’s story shows.

Anna had started to make a claim online
and had been about to submit it when she
thought she would just check with Citizens
Advice. She called her local Citizens Advice
Adviceline where an adviser directed her to
an online benefit calculator. This revealed
that not only would she not be eligible for
Universal Credit – her live-in partner
earned too much – but that they would also
lose their working tax credits, a vital source
of extra income, particularly in these straitened times.
Our adviser helped Anna to claim newstyle Jobseekers Allowance instead which
would support her for the first six months.
We also suggested she contact her mortgage
provider to request a payment ‘holiday’ and
gave her the contact details of a hub in her
local area providing practical and emotional
support for the unemployed.
So, if you find yourself in a similar situation
and don’t know what to do next – or even if
you think you do! – why not contact us
(details below) Citizens Advice is here for
you!
*Names have been changed for reasons of confidentiality.

WAVERLEY CONTACT DETAILS:

How we helped Anna* …
Anna had been a bar manager for two years,
but sadly had been given notice and two
weeks redundancy pay. The terms of her
redundancy seemed in order and her friend
had urged her to apply for Universal Credit
quickly, as there would be a five week wait
before her first payment and ‘who knows
how long it will take in this crisis?’

0808 278 7980 (free) to speak to an adviser, or by email: use enquiry form at
waverleycab.org.uk/enquiry-form
Self-help: waverleycab,org.uk/getadvice/on-line-here
Office opening: waverleycab.org.uk/
get-advice/face-to-face
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From the Church Registers

From the Church Registers
Baptisms
We welcome into our church family those who have been
baptised recently:
13th December at St George’s:
Grayson George Stewart
Mabel Anna-Rayne Stewart

Weddings
We congratulate those who have recently married:
22nd December at St John’s:
Amy Claire Ford & Andrew David Waters

Funerals
We commend to God those whose funerals have recently taken place:
9th December at Aldershot Crematorium:
Keith Roland Hall-Guy
31st December at St John’s:
Mary Seignot
6th January at St Mark’s & Hale Cemetery:
Gladys Agatha Baker
14th January at St George’s & Aldershot Crematorium:
Heather Ann Edmonds

Burial of Ashes
We commend to God those whose ashes have recently been buried:
18th December at Aldershot Crematorium:
Brian Austen
8th January at Redan Road Cemetery, Aldershot:
Fiona Blackwood
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Help

Help at hand
There are groups in Farnham ready to give and receive help. You may find
the following useful: Here are some of them:

The Farnham Helpline 01252 745446 is open from 10am until 4m for anyone who needs help because of Covid – shopping, prescriptions etc.
Also, if you need pastoral support please let a member of the clergy know.
Alan and Lesley can be contacted on 01252 820537 or by emailing:
revd.alan@badshotleaandhale.org or revd.lesley@badshotleaandhale.org
You can also contact the church office: 07842 761919
or admin@badshotleaandhale.org

The NHS Volunteer Responders are active and available to support with
collection of shopping and other essentials in all areas. You can call them
for free on 0808 196 3646.
How can you help the Foodbank? They are generally well stocked up, but
are always short of certain items which they highlight on their website:
farnham.foodbank.org.uk/give-help/donate-food/ They also have posters
of these specific requests at food collections points: Waitrose, Nationwide,
Wine rack on Ridgeway and Co-op in Rowledge.
The Hoppa Service is still running if people are in need of transport. Visit
www.hoppa.org.uk/our-services/community-bus-service-in-farnham or call
01428 681701. Monday to Friday 8.30am-12.30pm and 1.30pm-4pm.
Hale Community Centre is staying open for reduced hours to carry on delivering the Community Fridge & Store and the Swap Shop. They are open
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 10am-12pm. See page 16 for more.

Brightwells Community Meals are running and have the capacity to accept
more clients. Contact them on communitymeals@brightwellsgostry.org.
These community meals can support those living alone, or in residential facilities, and provide a freshly cooked hot meal.
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